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Windows Phone 7 Developer Guide: Building connected mobile applications with Microsoft SilverlightMicrosoft Press, 2011

	Great achievements don’t happen overnight—they evolve over time based on a series of successes that converge and drive you onward. My favorite soccer team, Seattle Sounders FC, started life way back in 1974 in the North American Soccer League and only achieved their recent success in Major League Soccer through working hard to...
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Better PowerPoint (R): Quick Fixes Based On How Your Audience ThinksOxford University Press, 2010

	Presentations: We´ve all sat through them, wondering why we´re there; or
	we´ve given them, wondering whether the audience cares. This is a book
	about how to make presentations effective and therefore more interesting to
	the audience members.


	Years ago, I was at a conference where one of the most...
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Final Cut Pro X: Making the TransitionPeachpit Press, 2011


	Final Cut Pro X was born amid controversy.





	And that is a shame, because if you ignore the trauma surrounding its birth, there’s

	a lot of exciting new technology, power, and ease of use hiding under the hood.





	That got me thinking about writing this book.





	When you decide to move to...
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Principles of Financial AccountingCengage Learning, 2010

	Needles/Powers/Crosson delivers interactive pedagogy by illustrating accounting principles and real-world examples to encourage critical thinking. This revision is based on an understanding of the nature, culture, and motivations of today's students and on extensive feedback from instructors. These substantial changes meet the needs of...
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Think!: Before It's Too LateRandom House, 2010

	
		The world is full of problems and conflicts. So why can we not solve them? According to Edward de Bono, current thinking cannot solve world problems because current thinking is itself the problem. And this is getting worse: we are so accustomed to readily available information online that we search immediately for the answers...
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PC Magazine - February 7 2006PC Magazine, 2006
February 7, 2006

First Looks
Envision EN7600
...
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Exploring IBM eServer iSeries: The Instant Insider's Guide to IBM's Popular Mid-Range ServersMaximum Press, 2003
This updated guide to the eServer iSeries of computers from IBM provides an overview and comprehensive reference to the latest models, options, disk storage equipment, printers, and tape drives. It addresses such business issues as lease versus purchase, maintenance strategies, cost justification, and office ergonomics. This resource also includes...
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Next Generation Wireless ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
"There is no other book I've come across that offers this breadth of knowledge and makes you that excited about the possibilities in this fast paced market. Next Generation Wireless Applications is written in a very accessible way and packed full of useful insights from the author reflecting his extensive experience...
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The Ten Faces of Innovation: IDEO's Strategies for Defeating the Devil's Advocate and Driving Creativity Throughout Your OrganizationCurrency/Doubleday, 2005

	The author of the bestselling The Art of Innovation reveals the strategies IDEO, the world-famous design firm, uses to foster innovative thinking throughout an organization and overcome the naysayers who stifle creativity.

	

	The role of the devil's advocate is nearly universal in business today. It allows individuals...
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Calculus Second EditionW. H. Freeman, 2012

	On Teaching Mathematics





	As a young instructor, I enjoyed teaching but I didn’t appreciate how difficult it is to

	communicate mathematics effectively. Early in my teaching career, I was confronted with

	a student rebellion when my efforts to explain epsilon-delta proofs were not greeted with

	the enthusiasm I...
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Financial Accounting (Available Titles CengageNOW)Cengage Learning, 2010

	The eleventh edition of FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING guides students through the what, why and how of accounting in today's business world. This textbook offers a solid presentation of concepts and procedures blended with a wealth of real company examples and solved exercises to ensure student success in the practical application of fundamental...
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Clinical Chemistry: A Laboratory PerspectiveF. A. Davis Company, 2007

	Meet the learning needs of today’s students with a brand-new style of textbook—designed to excite your students’ interest in clinical chemistry! Organized almost entirely around organ systems—to parallel the way physicians order tests—this groundbreaking text teaches the concepts and principles...
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